
 

 

 

 

 

Model 15 Manual Cup Sealer 

 

 

Customer Service: 

815-490-9235 

sales@wilpackpackaging.com 

www.Seal-a-Cup.com 
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Order Online at: www.wilpackpackaging.com 
2620 Auburn St., Rockford, IL 61101  sales@wilpackpackaging.com  (815)490-9235 

Deli Containers & Over Caps - 115mm Diameter  

Product Part Number Min Order Case Quantity 
6oz Clear Deli Container P-115-06-PP-C 1 500 

8oz Clear Deli Container  P-115-08-PP-C 1 500 
16oz Clear Deli Container  P-115-16-PP-C 1 500 

32oz Clear Deli Container  P-115-32-PP-C 1 500 

Clear Over Caps P-117-OC-PE-C 1 500 
  

6oz White Deli Container  P-115-06-PP-W 1 500 
8oz White Deli Container  P-115-08-PP-W 1 500 

16oz White Deli Container P-115-16-PP-W 1 500 

32oz White Deli Container  P-115-32-PP-W 1 500 
White Over Caps P-117-OC-PE-W 1 500 

 Single Serve Portion Cups - 75mm Diameter 
Product Part Number Min Order Unit Quantity 

1.25oz Clear Portion Cup  W-75-125-PP-C 5 3150 
1.5oz Clear Portion Cup  W-75-150-PP-C 5 3150 

2.0oz Clear Portion Cup  W-75-200-PP-C 1 1890 

3.0oz Clear Portion Cup  W-75-300-PP-C 5 1820 
4.0oz Clear Portion Cup W-75-400-PP-C 1 1820 

  
1.25oz White Portion Cup  W-75-125-PP-W 5 3150 

1.5oz White Portion Cup  W-75-150-PP-w 5 3150 

2.0oz White Portion Cup  W-75-200-PP-W 1 1890 
3.0oz White Portion Cup  W-75-300-PP-W 5 1820 

4.0oz White Portion Cup  W-75-400-PP-W 1 1820 
6.0oz White Portion Cup  W-75-600-PP-W 1 1750 

 Small Portion Cups - 51mm Diameter 
Product Part Number Min Order Unit Quantity 

.75oz Clear Portion Cup  W-51-075-PP-C 5 9984 

.37oz White Portion Cup  W-51-037-PP-W 20 9984 

.5oz White Portion Cup W-51-050-PP-W 20 9984 

.75oz White Portion Cup  W-51-075-PP-W 1 9984 
1.0oz White Portion Cup  W-51-100-PP-W 20 9984 

1.5oz White Portion Cup  W-51-150-PP-W 1 7168 

Die Cut Tamper Evident Seals 
Product Part Number Min Order Sleeve Quantity 

118mm Tamper Evident Foil Seals H-118-3825 1 975 
79mm Tamper Evident Foil Seals H-079-3825 1 1250 

51mm Tamper Evident Foil Seals H-051-3825 1 1400 

http://www.wilpackpackaging.com/
mailto:sales@wilpackpackaging.com


SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS 

IMPORTANT SAFEGUARDS 

When using your cup sealing equipment, basic safety precautions should always be followed. 

 Including, but not limited to the following: 

READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE USING 

1. Use cup sealer only for its intended use. 

2. To protect against risk of electric shock, do not immerse equipment in water or  

other liquids.  

3. Always disconnect equipment from electrical outlet when cleaning and when not in 

use. 

4. Equipment should always be switched off prior to plugging or unplugging from 

outlet. 

5.  Never yank cord to disconnect from outlet; instead, grasp plug and pull to disconnect. 

6. Only plug equipment into an acceptable 110V grounded outlet, as shown to 

the right.  

7. Do not allow cord to touch hot surfaces.  Let cup sealer cool completely before 

putting  

away.  Loop cord around cup sealer when storing. 

8. Do not operate if equipment or cord has been damaged or if equipment has 

been dropped. 

9.   If equipment is not operating normally or if equipment or cord have been  

 damaged in any way, disconnect from outlet and contact Wilpack Packaging   

 immediately for service arrangements. 

10.   Do not leave equipment unattended when connected or while power is on.  

  Children should always be supervised when around equipment, as there are  

  HOT surfaces. 

11. Use caution when you placing cups or seals into the unit for sealing. Burns  

can occur from touching hot surfaces of equipment.  

12. While power is turned “ON” the lid/cover must be left in the up position.  

 Failure to follow precautions can overheat the equipment, causing damage.  

13. Prior to beginning operation, place equipment on a clean, dry, secure, solid, 

flat, level surface. DO NOT move equipment while hot! 

14.  Equipment should only be used and operated on surface described in #13.    

 Please be sure area is free of debris and any flammable surfaces or products. 

15. This equipment is intended for use by trained and qualified individuals only. 

DO NOT operate if senses or judgement are impaired, or if you have not 

received proper training. 

16. To avoid circuit overload, do not operate other high wattage appliance on the 

same circuit. 

17. If use of an extension cord is necessary, a 10-ampere cord should be used.  

Cords rated for less amperage may overheat.  Care should be taken to  

arrange the cord so that it cannot be pulled or tripped over.  

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS 
To ensure proper operation of equipment, reduce risk of electric shock and ensure 

safety do not disassemble sealing equipment or attempt repairs of any kind.  Please 

send equipment back to Wilpack Packaging for examination and repair. Any 

tampering or misuse of equipment will result in the voiding of applicable warranty. 



 

PARTS DESCRIPTION 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cover Assembly 

On/Off Switch 

Base 

Feet 

Base Plate 

75mm Nest Insert 

51mm Nest Insert 

115mm Nest Insert 

Nest Receiver 

Spring Clip Assembly 

Hinge Block Assembly 

Heater Head Assembly 

Heater Seal Rings 



GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS 

 

1.  Plug the Seal-a-Cup Model 15 Cup Sealer into an appropriate wall outlet with 

the machine located on a flat surface. 

 

2. With cover assembly/lid in the upright position, switch machine to the “ON” 

position. The switch will illuminate, indicating power is on.  

  
 

 

3.  Allow the machine to heat up for 7-10 minutes 

before sealing. 

  Do not leave the heater in the down position 

while the heat is on.  

 

4.   Select the appropriate nest insert for your 

container and seal configuration. 

 

 

5.  Place the nest insert into the nest receiver. 

       

 

 

 

 



 

6.  Place your pre-filled container into the nest insert 

7.   Place your seal over the pre-filled container, making sure the rim is clean. 

       

   

 

 

 

 

 

8. Seals should be placed with shiny/printed side up and dull side down. 

 

9. Touching the top outside surface of the cover 

assembly/lid, manually push down and apply pressure 

until the cover will not move down any further. Hold 

for 2-3 seconds. (Time may vary depending on your 

ambient sealing conditions.  For weak seals hold longer 

for overly strong seals hold less time. ) 

       

 

    10. Lift the cover assembly and place your hand in the opening underneath the   

         sealed container, push sealed container up to remove.  

       

 

 

11. Your container should now have a tamper evident seal, 

eliminating spills and sealing in the freshness.   

       

 



12.  In order to change diameter size containers remove the nest insert from the nest   

 receiver and place in the appropriate size nest insert. 

 

 
 

13.  Follow Instruction steps 6-11. 

             

      

 

 

CLEANING AND STORAGE 

1. Clean the unit after each use.  

2. Always ensure that the unit is unplugged and has had adequate time to 

cool down before moving or touching the sealing surface. Unit should 

be completely cool prior to moving, cleaning or storing. 

3. Clean unit, sealing surface and all nest inserts with warm soapy water, 

rinse and allow to dry. DO NOT immerse in water. 

4. DO NOT use steel wool or any abrasive surface to clean the sealing 

unit. 

5. Store sealing unit in the upright position, with power cord wrapped 

loosely around the base. 

6. Store sealing unit with cover assembly/lid in the down position and 

free of any objects placed on top of the unit.  

 

 

 

 

 



TROUBLESHOOTING 

My sealing equipment is not heating up.   

 Ensure that the unit is plugged in.   

 Ensure that there is power to the outlet.   

 Ensure that the power switch is turned to the on position.   

I am getting a weak or leaking seal.  

 Make sure that the temperature has had at least 5 minutes to come up to temperature.  Using 

a probe thermometer, test the temperature at the sealing ring surface.  It should be at or near 

375 F.   

 Be sure to push the cover assembly down completely and hold for 2-3 seconds.   

 Ensure that the seals are placed with the dull side and that you are using Seal-a-Cup 

approved containers.  

 Ensure that the sealing surface of the container is free from any food products, oils or other 

contaminants.   

My seals are almost welded on or too difficult to remove.   

 Do not hold the cover assembly down as long.  The longer the sealing surface is down the 

tighter the seal.  However leaving it down too long will have the opposite effect and melt 

the plastic of the container. 

My containers will not fit into the nest insert.  

 Ensure that you are using the appropriate dimension nest insert for your container.   

 Ensure you are using approved containers available from Wilpack Packaging.  Not all 

containers are the same.  Even though two different manufactures may produce a container 

with the same nominal diameter…there are subtle differences.  Wilpack Packaging has 

selected the containers for use, because they are the containers best suited for this type of 

tamper evident sealing.  Use of any other manufactures container is at your own risk, not 

recommended and could void your warranty. 

My seals will not fit into the nest insert over my containers.   

 Ensure that you are using the appropriate seal or nest insert and cup configuration.  

 Ensure you are using approved seals available from Wilpack Packaging.  Not all seals are 

the same. Wilpack Packaging has selected the seals for use because they are the most easy 

to use sealing structure and size appropriate for most applications and designed for the 

containers you use. Use of any other manufactures seals or seals of a different structure or 

size is at your own risk, not recommended and could void your warranty, unless pre-

approved by Wilpack Packaging. 

 

For any technical difficulties not answered above, please contact Wilpack Packaging  

and we will be happy to help.  

Email sales@wilpackpackaging.com or call (815)490-9235. 

 

 

At Wilpack Packaing…We’re committed to 

providing solutions. 
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Wilpack Packaging Sealing equipment offers our manufacturer guarantee on all machined parts 

against defects for a period of 90 days. The guarantee of all purchased components such as 

electrical components, springs, etc. will be passed along to the consumer as they are guaranteed to 

Wilpack Packaging.   

NOTE:  If physical alterations or changes are made to the machine by anyone other than Wilpack 

Packaging, the warranty is immediately null and void unless written permission is given by 

Wilpack Packaging. Warranty extends to parts only, not labor or shipping costs. 

The warranty extends to the original buyer only and applies only to equipment that is used in 

accordance to Wilpack Packaging recommendations. This warranty does not apply where Wilpack 

Packaging determines that any claimed defect arose from any misuse, neglect, improper 

installation, alteration, neglect of regular maintenance or use of packaging supplies not offered by 

Wilpack Packaging. 

Wilpack Packaging will not be responsible for system performance unless the containers and seals 

used are purchased from Wilpack Packaging and all users have been properly trained in operation 

of the sealing equipment. Wilpack Packaging is not liable for any loss of profit for any reason; all 

claims for such loss or damage are expressly waived by Wilpack Packaging. 

Submission of accompanying warranty registration card is required within 30 days of purchase to 

Wilpack Packaging, 2620 Auburn St., Rockford, IL 61101 or email to 

sales@wilpackpackaging.com. 

 

*Extended lifetime pro-rated warranty available based on average  
monthly packaging supply purchase from Wilpack Packaging. 

All components will be replaced by new or refurbished, like new items. 

 
 

Monthly Average Purchase                     Warranty % Covered 

Per sealing Unit                                    Per Sealing Unit 

$250.00                                                   100% 

$200.00                                                     80% 

$150.00                                                     60% 

$100.00                                                     40% 

  $50.00                                                     20% 

   $0.00                                                       0% 

 

Visit our online store www.wilpackpackaging.com 

to purchase your packaging supplies today! 
 

Mobile friendly ordering app coming soon!  

Visit us for the most current updates and new products available. 

 
Other Terms & Conditions can be found at www.wilpackpackaging.com/termsconditions.pdf 

 

LIMITED 90 DAY WARRANTY 
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Purchaser  Name______________________________________ 

Purchaser Company_____________________________________ 

Address_______________________________________________ 

City, State, Zip__________________________________________ 

Phone_________________________________________________ 

Email__________________________________________________ 

Model_________________________________________________ 

Serial__________________________________________________ 

Purchase Date___________________________________________ 

Current Product/s (Optional):_______________________________ 

______________________________________________________ 

Current Cups / Deli Containers (Optional):_____________________ 

______________________________________________________ 

Please detach and return the upper portion along with a copy of your receipt to: 

 

 

 

WARRANTY REGISTRATION CARD 

    2620 Auburn St. • Rockford, IL 61101 

Sales@WilpackPackaging.com

mailto:Sales@WilpackPackaging.com

